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Introduction 
In comparison to previous times we can say that today a new name came

in font of us that is NCC (National Cadet Corps). 

Today it is not just a name it is a introduction of new welfare team which helps for all the citizens. 

We can say that it is established  on 1948 but compare to this times it is more popular than past times.

It's power come from its slogan "Unity & Discipline". 

The Head Quarter of NCC is in New Delhi. 

Students are excited to join the NCC because it is a type of Semi-Army inwhich cadets are receive 

training by seniors and (P.I) Parade instruction staffsfor Military or Police Services.

Our P.I staff gives all their efforts to us to taught the parade instruction because there is a big

importance of parade.

We all get the opportunity to perform parade in RDC (Republic Day Camp) in front of V.V.I.P like 

Prime Minister ,Home Minister ,Army Cheif & so many popular personality.

 

 

          

 



Our cadets are active in all social works  

Swach Bharat Mission 

 

Our college organised swach bharat mission and 

aware people to use dustbin and try to  keep clean 

our enviroment.



Election Duties 
Our cadet also gave their efforts in 

election duty and aware the people

for voting and choose a faithful 

leader for our society.



Awareness  rally like HIV ,AIDS etc  

Our NCC Cadets aware the people to 

safe themselve  by diseases and give 

many important informations related 

to to AIDS , HIV and told us how can 

we get rid of these dangerous diseases.



 Organiging Blood Donation camp
 Our college is organizing Blood 

Donation camp time to time for 

the hospitals because these days 

many people are died due to lack 

of blood they are donating their 

blood and serve the people and 

society.





.

Aware From Covid-19 & many other welfare works 
Our NCC team proved excellent in this 

pandemic (covid- 19) they aware people 

for use mask and senitizer they also help 

others and do welfare works like awaring 

people by telling us the importance of 

water , not to use plastic bags , planting 

trees , say no to tombaco and so on.......



About Me 

I am also a cadet my name is Kamlesh Jha i am From 36 JH BN 

Guru Nanak College ,Dhanbad 

 

Our A.N.O is Lt. Sanjay Kr. Singh 

 

Our A.N.O is active everytime in every activity we feel proud of having

an A.N.O & Trainer like this . 

 

They always come on ground & teach us how 

to learn the prade well.

.



Contribution of NCC Cadets during Covid-19 Pandemic 
On this time the whole world is suffering from the pandemic (Covid-19) 
Even in this critical situation our cadets stand out & perform their duty.
 
In other words they are co-operating with the police to aware people to wear mask.
They are act like police ,they are asking people to wear helmets maintain social 
distancing (2 Gaj Duri). 
 
Even they are organising such rally with social distancing to aware the people for 
the use of mask & senitizer and the most important social distancing.
 
They aware the people with slogan "2 gaj Duri ,Mask Hai Jaruri". 
They are like Corona Warriors................
People feel proud with all the activities performed by the Cadets. 
I feel very proud to be apart of it.
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